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Question-relative knowledge for minimally rational
agents
Francisca Silva

Department of Philosophy, University of St Andrews, St Andrews, UK

ABSTRACT
Agents know some but not all logical consequences of what they know. Agents
seem to be neither logically omniscient nor logically incompetent. Yet finding
an intermediate standard of minimal rationality has proven difficult. In this
paper, I take suggestions found in the literature [Lewis, D. 1988. Relevant
Implication. Theoria 54 (3): 161174. https://doi.org/10.1111/theo.1988.54.issue-
3; Hawke, P., A. Özgün, and F. Berto. 2020. The Fundamental Problem of
Logical Omniscience. Journal of Philosophical Logic 49 (4): 727766. https://
doi.org/10.1007/s10992-019-09536-6; Plebani, M., and G. Spolaore. 2021.
Subject Matter: A Modest Proposal. The Philosophical Quarterly 71 (3): 605622.
https://doi.org/10.1093/pq/pqaa054] and join the forces of subject matter
and impossible worlds approaches to devise a new solution to this quandary.
I do so by combining a space of FDE worlds [Berto, F., and M. Jago. 2019.
Impossible Worlds. Oxford University Press.] with a Lewisian (1988)
understanding of subject matters as partitions. By doing so, I show how
subject matters impose some order in the anarchic space of FDE worlds,
while the worlds allow for distinctions between contents which would not
otherwise be available. Combining the two approaches, then, brings us closer
to the desired closure principles for knowledge of minimally rational agents.
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1. Introduction

The so-called problem of logical omniscience has been a central topic of
discussion among epistemic logicians for several decades now (Berto and
Jago 2019; Bjerring and Skipper 2019; Hawke, Özgün, and Berto 2020;
Hintikka 1975; Jago 2007, 2014; Hoek, forthcoming) regarding how to
more realistically model human-like cognitive agents. These are agents
who, in spite of failing to uphold ideal standards of rationality, are still
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logically competent. This is known in the literature as the project of
accounting for minimal rationality (Hoek, forthcoming).

Two influential lines of approach to this problem have been to extend
modal space to include impossible worlds (Berto and Jago 2019; Bjerring
and Skipper 2019; Jago 2014) and to introduce a second component of
meaning – a sentence’s topic or subject matter (Berto 2022; Hawke, Özgün,
and Berto 2020). Theories in the former camp face a dilemma: either they
end up validating closure principles that are too demanding, or they are
based on a space of worlds that is too fine-grained if no conditions are
imposed (Bjerring 2013; Bjerring and Skipper 2019; see also Berto and Jago
2019; Jago 2014 for further discussion). Theories in the latter camp, on the
other hand, have been criticized for not being able to distinguish between
all contents towards which agents might have differing epistemic attitudes.
These include the case of an unknown necessity and the disjunction of it
and its negation (Hawke, Özgün, and Berto 2020, 748–749).

These objections are further explored below, but I take them to be gen-
erally correct. There have been, however, illuminating remarks in the
subject-matter literature (Fine 2020; Hawke, Özgün, and Berto 2020;
Lewis 1988; Plebani and Spolaore 2021) regarding the possible benefits
of introducing impossible worlds to various accounts of subject matter.1

In this paper, I take this suggestion head-on and argue that combining
the strengths of impossible worlds and subject matter provides us with a
promising solution to the problem of logical omniscience. The core idea
of the paper is that while impossible worlds serve the purpose of dis-
tinguishing between contents, subject matter serves the purpose of deli-
miting what would otherwise be a too-anarchic space of worlds, while
also introducing distinctions of its own accord.

In Section 2, I begin by presenting in greater detail the problem of
logical omniscience. In Section 3, I motivate the impossible worlds sol-
ution developed by Berto and Jago (2019) and Jago (2014) as well as
the dilemma it faces in terms of modelling logically competent but
non-ideal agents. In Section 4, I motivate what I take to be the best
view of subject matter in an intensional framework, and I present the
issue it faces when it comes to differentiating between necessary prop-
ositions and the disjunctions of them and their negations. In Section 5,
I combine the approaches previously considered and propose a new
solution to the problem of logical omniscience. In Section 6, I highlight

1One could equally well here talk of impossible states, following Fine (2020): I am in agreement with
Berto and Jago (2023) that apart from a difference in focus on the relation of exact entailment, truth-
maker semantics and impossible world semantics are notational variants.
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the benefits of the current proposal, notably the closure principles it vali-
dates and invalidates, as well as its limitations (that it validates adjunction
and monotonicity). In Section 7, I compare my approach to other views in
the literature, namely, to those of Bjerring and Skipper (2019) and of Berto
(2022), finding much in common and presenting reasons in favour of my
own. I also present a non-monotonic version of my account inspired by
Berto’s. Finally, in Section 8, I take stock and conclude.

2. Logical omniscience and necessary equivalence

One of the most prominent applications of possible worlds semantics, due
to Hintikka (1962), has been to epistemic logic. Treating knowledge as a
modal operator, K, Hintikka proposed to characterize knowledge as ‘truth
in all the epistemically accessible worlds’, with modal epistemic logic
then imposing different conditions on knowledge depending on the con-
ditions imposed on the accessibility relation between the possible worlds.
Regardless of the conditions imposed on the accessibility relation, however,
some conditions are imposed on knowledge by default, simply by virtue of
its being defined on a space of possible worlds. Two of these have to do
with how entailment is defined and with how what is known – the prop-
ositions – are individuated in the space of possible worlds. In standard poss-
ible world semantics, a given proposition, p, entails another, q, if and only if
p # q in all models. Propositions are understood as entities without struc-
ture, as simply the set of possible circumstances in which they are true, that
is, a set of possible worlds. Entailment is therefore defined in terms of the
subset relation and propositions are understood as sets of possible worlds.
Consequently, when it comes to the logic of knowledge agents know all
the logical consequences of what they know and if agents (fail to) know
a proposition, they thereby (fail to) know all propositions that are logically
or necessarily equivalent to it. I designate these conditions respectively
LOGICAL OMNISCIENCE and NECESSARY EQUIVALENCE for modal epistemic logic.

To appreciate how LOGICAL OMNISCIENCE arises, consider that in all the
possible worlds where p is true, q is also true. So if p is just a set of possible
worlds, and knowledge is just a relation between an agent and a set of
possible worlds, then the agent will bear that relation to everything
that is true in the worlds on which p is defined. So, if Kp is true at a
given world, the agent will also know everything that the worlds accessi-
ble from that world represent as being the case. By definition, such worlds
will represent all t such that p # t, for they are included in them. Agents
fall very short of knowing all the logical consequences of what they know,
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however. To know all such consequences is plausibly not a requirement of
rationality – quite the opposite, given how varied and irrelevant some
logical consequences of what we know are. We might have strong norma-
tive reasons not to clutter up our minds in that way (Harman 1986). One
could retort that logically omniscient agents, so described, nevertheless
represent a normative ideal that cannot be achieved. However,
Harman’s conclusions raise doubts as to whether that is the case, for
even if it were practically possible, it is doubtful that we should want to
come to know all the logical consequences of what we know since only
a very select few of them would bear any weight on our goals.

To appreciate how NECESSARY EQUIVALENCE arises, consider that, since
propositions are just sets of possible worlds, when two propositions are
true in the same possible worlds, they correspond to the same set. This
has as a consequence that there is only one necessary proposition –
the set of all possible worlds – and one impossible proposition – the
empty set of worlds. However, it seems that agents can know some
necessary truths – some truths of mathematics, for instance –while ignor-
ing other necessary truths. Or suppose, with Kripke (1980), that identities
such as Water is H2O are necessary. Then according to this picture of
content whenever an agent knows that they are drinking water, they
know that they are drinking H2O. However, it seems that before the
chemical structure of water was discovered, this was clearly not the
case: agents who knew the former proposition certainly did not know
the latter.

Philosophers like Soames (2010) might retort that the agents did know
that they were drinking H2O, they simply did not know it under the guise
of the sentence ‘I am drinking H2O’, as opposed to under the guise of the
sentence ‘I am drinking water’. While we could appeal to a distinction
between propositions and the linguistic guises under which they
appear, in order to explain away hyperintensional distinctions, this strat-
egy does not seem to be general enough. If someone was transported to
twin-Earth from Earth before the discovery that water was H2O had taken
place, and they were confronted later on with the discovery that the
liquid they thought was water was XYZ, they would think that water
was XYZ. But someone who knows that water is H2O would instead
know that XYZ isn’t water. And this seems to hang on the fact that the rel-
evant knowledge is not merely of propositions which can appear under
different guises, but of contents – and substances – themselves.

I proceed then by favouring the intuition that something extralinguis-
tic is being appealed to in the cases where agents assent to knowing that
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they’re drinking water but not to knowing that they’re drinking H2O: they
fail to possess an item of knowledge about the chemical structure of what
they’re drinking. This allows for a uniform treatment of all such cases,
avoiding the introduction of guises into the theory. Of course, much
can be accomplished by introducing guises into a theory of knowledge,
but my stance is that they should be saved as a last resource for when
it is uncontroversial that what is grounding an agent’s diverging assent
to a pair of intensionally (or otherwise) equivalent propositions is a lin-
guistic misgiving on the agent’s part.

In the sections that follow I look into proposed ways of blocking these
two unwelcome consequences for the logic of knowledge, starting with
the idea, from Hintikka (1975), of enriching the space of possible worlds
with impossible worlds – ways that the world could not have been.
Impossible worlds can be understood as valuation points in which
necessities can be false and/or necessarily equivalent propositions can
be attributed to distinct truth-values.

3. Impossible worlds and Bjerring’s problem

Taking seriously the option of extending the space of worlds with ways
the world could not have been, one hasn’t still been given enough gui-
dance on how to proceed. For instance, should impossible worlds be
maximal and assign a truth-value to all propositions, but non-exclusive,
so that they might assign both True and False to the same proposition?
Or should impossible worlds (also) be allowed to not assign any truth-
value to some propositions, so that unlike possible worlds, they can
also be non-maximal, aside from being inconsistent?

If we think of impossible worlds as representing all the ways the world
could not have been, then impossible worlds should be allowed to be
both inconsistent and non-maximal. If we think of worlds as ways for
spatio-temporally isolated universes to be (here I’m following Lewis
(1986) in taking universes to be what Van Inwagen (1986) calls ‘Lewis-
style worlds’), then any world is of necessity maximal, so if a world is
non-maximal, even if consistent, it is not a way the universe could have
been, so we may aptly describe it as an impossible world.2 Similarly,

2Note that these are ways that the universe could not have been, not ways that things could not have
been. Had we taken this latter interpretation, then partial/non-maximal but consistent states would be
taken as possible states that are parts of worlds. How we refer to these states and whether we take
them to be possible states or impossible worlds, is a terminological/classificatory point that nonethe-
less has great theoretical import, for impossible world theories look very different if they include only
maximal states.
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(including all possible alternative universes, or only our own, if only one
such universe exists) is of necessity consistent, so every world that is
inconsistent, even if maximal, is not a way the universe could have been.

I follow Berto and Jago (2019) and Nolan (1997) in accepting the
following parallel clauses for possible and impossible propositions:

. If p is possible then there is a possible world in which p.

. If p is impossible then there is an impossible world in which p.

Importantly, these clauses tell us only what worlds must represent, and
are therefore silent on whether impossible worlds should fail to represent
anything. That is, however, a crucial question with respect to LOGICAL

OMNISCIENCE. Arguably, the problem was that agents’ knowledge in a
setting with only possible worlds is closed under classical logical conse-
quence. Possible worlds are such that for any classically valid inference
G rC f, they represent f whenever they represent all g [ G. The parallel
clauses above allow for an interpretation according to which impossible
worlds are valuation points such that for any inference in a weaker
logic, W, G rW f and any world w representing all g [ G, w also rep-
resents that f. This would mean that the impossible worlds of the
expanded modal space would be closed under a weaker relation of
logical consequence, and therefore so too would agents’ knowledge.
But then the cluttering problem would remain.

In addition to failing to be logically omniscient with respect to classical
logic, agents fail to know all the consequences of what they know with
respect to weaker logics too (Berto and Jago 2019). So one would (see-
mingly) want it to be the case that for any set of propositions Γ and
any proposition f, there are impossible worlds that represent all prop-
ositions g [ G and fail to represent f. We effectively end up with what
Priest (2005) calls ‘open worlds’.

3.1. A trivial logic for knowledge

The space of open worlds comes with many benefits, but it also has
significant disadvantages. For instance, this space contains worlds that
represent contradictions and contradictories, worlds that represent
conjunctions but not their conjuncts, and also a world that does not
represent anything at all.

I mention these particular cases as they seem to correspond directly to
three outstanding issues for the logic of knowledge. To wit: that worlds
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representing contradictions as well as a proposition and its negation are
not compatible with any agent’s knowledge3 (Jago 2014) – i.e. that bla-
tantly contradictory scenarios are a priori excluded from the space of epis-
temically possible worlds; that to know a conjunction K(p ^ q) is to
thereby already know each conjunct Kp and Kq (Williamson 2000); and
that a world that does not represent anything is also incompatible with
any agent’s knowledge, as any agent must know that at least some
proposition.

LOGICAL OMNISCIENCE prompted us to make the space of worlds more
fine-grained, but now impossible worlds have taken us too far. The gran-
ularity of epistemic space must lie somewhere in-between.

In order to find the proper middle ground, we must do more than
tackle the three issues just mentioned. In a space of open worlds, all prop-
ositions are treated as atomic. For this reason, if we land on a space of
open worlds, we would be left with a trivial logic for knowledge, a logic
whose only closure principle is identity – which does not fare better
than syntactic approaches (Konolige 1986), as shown by Jago (2007,
2009). But we want our logic for knowledge to be informative and to
be predictive of what agents know and how they will update their infor-
mation when confronted with given scenarios. An open space of worlds
will not do, then.

If we keep our impossible-worlds setting but start to introduce some
logical inferences that knowledge is closed under, however, we run into
what Jago (2014) calls BJERRING’S PROBLEM (Bjerring 2013). According to
this dilemma, in an impossible worlds setting, agents can only be charac-
terized as either logically omniscient or logically incompetent. Once
knowledge is closed under certain logical inference rules – say, some
easily implemented rules such as Conjunction Elimination or Modus
Ponens – then knowledge is closed under full logical consequence. This
is so as even the most complex of logical inferences can be expressed
as sequences of trivial inferences. So if knowledge were closed under
trivial logical consequence, it would be closed under logical consequence
simpliciter.

Jago (2014) favours a solution to this problem according to which
knowledge is not closed under trivial logical consequence, but it is
never determinate which trivial logical consequence an agent fails to
draw, the reason being that attributing such a failure to an agent

3Dialetheists like Priest, would, of course, disagree. Here I have nothing to add that would convince
them.
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would amount to revoking their status as a rational agent. Jago also con-
siders all trivial inferences to be on a par, so that a failure to infer A _ B
from A would be as grave an epistemic oversight as a failure to infer A
from A ^ B. I disagree with Jago on both features of his reply, for
reasons to do with relevance, which will be further explored in the next
section.

Attributing to an agent failures of abiding by the standards of ration-
ality is not equivalent to revoking their status as a rational agent. The
agent may not have been in optimal conditions to draw the inference
(was not attentive, did not have enough time, was emotionally
unstable…), or the inference may not have been relevant (in a sense to
be specified below) in a given context. Crucially, it may be that rationality
only requires of agents that, when optimal conditions are met, they
reliably, but not infallibly, infer the given (relevant) trivial consequences
of what they know. Furthermore, it does not seem that all trivial infer-
ences are on a par. While both A r A _ B and A ^ B r A are trivial, one-
step inferences, in the former the conclusion may introduce concepts
(those needed to grasp B) that are not present in the premise, while
the latter inference can never take the agent from something they
grasp to something they do not grasp.

Having seen the limitations of the impossible worlds approach as well
as Jago’s proposed solutions for BJERRING’S PROBLEM, I now turn to subject
matter, promises a completely different approach to avoiding LOGICAL

OMNISCIENCE and NECESSARY EQUIVALENCE. Afterwards, I will combine the
two approaches, and show that there is an intermediate space of
worlds between the space of open worlds and the space of possible
worlds that is best suited to capture distinctions of relevance and
epistemic contents.

4. Subject matters: a second component of meaning

The approaches to content seen so far presuppose a view of prop-
ositions as mere sets of worlds: those in which they are true. For a prop-
osition, p, we can call these the truth-conditions of p. I’ll use TWp to refer
to the set of worlds in which an atomic proposition p is true. Similarly,
the set of worlds in which the propositions are false, their ‘falsity-sets’,
will be referred to as FWp. In a setting with only possible worlds,
TWp< FWp = PW , with PW being the set of all possible worlds. Further-
more, TWp> FWp = ∅. A proposition is then identified with the set of
worlds in which it is true.
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Subject matter theorists take a different approach by considering one
of the central roles of propositions – serving as the content of sentences.
In addition to truth-conditions, they take the meaning of a sentence to be
given by what it is about, its subject matter, or which question it gives an
answer to.4 . So in addition to TWp, a proposition should have a second
element, s(p), its subject matter.

To see the general approach in action, consider again the case of
necessary propositions. Instead of differentiating between, say, 2 + 2 = 4
and Water is H2O by adding valuation points in which one is true and
the other is false, which is not how we intuitively distinguish between
them, we can make the distinction by saying that even though
TW (2+ 2 = 4) = TW (Water is H2O), s(2+ 2 = 4) = s (Water is H2O). Or,
to put it informally, ‘2 + 2 = 4’ and ‘Water is H2O’ are about different
things: only one is about numbers, and only one is about water.

Subject matter theories can distinguish between necessarily equivalent
propositions, dealing in this way with NECESSARY EQUIVALENCE. What about
LOGICAL OMNISCIENCE? As seen earlier, some inferences are such that they
introduce ‘new content’ that wasn’t in the premises, such as the inference
A r A _ B. With the help of the notion of a subject matter, we can now
make sense of the idea of the conclusion introducing new content that
wasn’t present in the premises.

Just as truth-conditions are partially ordered by the subset relation,
subject matters can be partially ordered by a relation of parthood (for
instance, see Berto 2022), ⊑. The subject matter mathematics includes
the subject matter analysis, the subject matter Peter’s favorite toys and
Mary’s favorite shows includes Peter’s favorite toys, and so on. Intuitively,
for instance, the subject matter of A ^ B includes the subject matter of
A, so that s(A) ⊑ s(A ^ B). When I tell you ‘It’s rainy in Lisbon’, and you
say ‘It’s rainy in Lisbon and it’s sunny in Rome’, part of what you say
has already been said by me, in the sense that part of what you talk
about has already been talked about by me: the weather in Lisbon. But
the subject matter of A does not include the subject matter of A _ B, so
that s(A _ B) ⊑/ s(A). A _ B contains the subject matter of B
(s(B) ⊑ s(A _ B)), which is not necessarily included in the subject
matter of A (s(B) ⊑/ s(A)). Intuitively, for instance, the subject matter of
It is rainy or sunny includes the subject matter of It is rainy, whereas It is
sunny does not.

4Here I assume, following philosophers such as Lewis (1988) and Yablo (2014), that for any given subject
matter, such as the number of stars, one can identify a question under discussion, such asWhat is the
number of stars? So, subject matters can be thought of as questions.
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With this informal notion of subject matter inclusion, we can then
restrict the acceptable logical inferences for closure principles for
knowledge to those that do not add new subject matters in the con-
clusion. We can now present a global view of content inclusion. The
thick proposition A (the set having as two members A’s truth-set and
A’s subject matter) includes the thick proposition B, where B ≤ A if
and only if Yablo (2014, 2018):

(i) TWA # TWB;
(ii) s(B) ⊑ s(A).

So, for instance, the proposition corresponding to the sentence ‘The
cat is on the mat’ will correspond to a set having as members a set of
possible worlds in which the cat is on the mat, and further a second
element which is the topic the cat being on the mat. I can come to
know this proposition directly in the usual ways, and also if it is a
logical consequence of what I know, as long as its subject matter is also
included in what I already know. The intuitive idea is that we know prop-
ositions when we are sensitive to the circumstances in which they are
true, and also are ‘on top of’ what they are about.

There are various accounts in the literature on what subject matters
are, for instance, Lewis (1988) takes them to be partitions of logical
space, Yablo (2014) takes them to be divisions of logical space, Fine
(2020) takes them to be fusions of states, Perry (1989) takes them to be
sets of entities.5 The thought I want to consider for now is simply that
knowledge is closed under logical consequence from given premises Γ

to f whenever the content of f is included in that of the propositions
g [ G. So before giving my own account, I want to remain neutral on
these various understandings.

Like extant subject matter approaches (Berto 2022; Fine 2020; Hawke
2018), I accept that the logical connectives are subject matter transparent,
that is, that a logical connective does not contribute to the subject matter
of the proposition in which it figures, and that the subject matter of
complex propositions is just the fusion (+) of the subject matter of the
atomic propositions that compose it.6

5See Hawke (2018) for a more comprehensive overview of subject matter approaches.
6The fusion of given subject matters is just the least upper bound in the partial order on the subject
matters imposed by the relation of parthood. The fusion of the subject matters of A and B,
s(A)+ s(B) is just the s(C) such that s(A) ⊑ s(C) and s(B) ⊑ s(C) and for all other s(D) such that
s(A) ⊑ s(D) and s(B) ⊑ s(D), s(C) ⊑ s(D) as well.
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Wecan thengive clauses forwhat the subjectmatter of aproposition is in
a simple propositional languagewhere the only connectives are ¬,∧ and∨:

s(¬A) = s(A)

s(A ^ B) = s(A _ B) = s(A)+ s(B)

4.1. Remaining conflations

While various necessities are indeed distinguished in any theory of
subject matter like the one outlined above, the theory will still not dis-
tinguish all necessarily equivalent propositions which agents might
have different epistemic attitudes towards. That is, it won’t be able to if
only possible worlds are accepted.

Consider the example ofGoldbach’s Conjecture (hereafterGC), according to
which Every even number greater than two can be expressed as the sum of two
primes.7 As the label suggests, it remains a conjecture, which has not been
proven or disproven bymathematicians. It seems, then, that mathematicians
donot knowGC (assuming thatonly aproof ofGCwill count as justification for
it and that knowledge requires justification). However, let us suppose thatGC
is true. Being a proposition from number theory, it is consequently not a con-
tingent truth, but rather anecessary truth, so that TWGC = PW . Furthermore, it
does not seem to be an indeterminate or vague matter whether the conjec-
ture is true: it is the case that the conjecture is true or that its negation is true.
This, too, is a necessary truth, so that TW (GC _ ¬GC) = TWGC = PW . Finally, it
seems that there are agents who know this last disjunction – they know that
the conjecture is either true or false.

But if mathematicians are trying to prove or disprove the conjecture,
then while they plausibly know the disjunction, they don’t know GC.
However, according to any plausible subject matter proposal, they
should know GC if GC is true whenever they know GC _ ¬GC, for the
two propositions have the same truth conditions and the logical connec-
tives do not add subject matter, so that GC _ ¬GC has the same subject
matter as GC. This, however, is the wrong result. Plenty of mathematicians
know the disjunction but not the conjecture.

The problem seems simple and the solution trivial: the restriction to
possible worlds is to blame, and we should move past them to accept
other valuation points. In what follows, I take on the suggestion, found
across the subject matters literature (Fine 2020; Hawke, Özgün, and

7This case is discussed in Hawke, Özgün, and Berto (2020) and in Berto (2022), however, how to solve it is
in both places left as an open question.
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Berto 2020; Lewis 1988; Plebani and Spolaore 2021), that to make the
hyperintensional distinctions one wants in a theory of subject matters,
one should add impossible worlds (or in Fine’s 2020 preferred terminol-
ogy, states (possible and impossible)).8

5. Combining impossible worlds and subject matters

In trying to overcomeboth approaches’ shortcomings, I begin by returning to
the issues that came with the expansion of modal space beyond
possible worlds. As seen, if extended all the way so as to include all open
worlds, epistemic space would be too anarchic. The problem, however, was
not due to the inconsistency and non-maximality of worlds, but rather due
to the way each proposition was represented as true, false, both, or neither
at worlds. In short, the problem seemed to be that in open worlds, all prop-
ositions are treated as atomic, a threat to the very compositionality of this
versionof impossibleworldssemantics (BertoandJago2019,2023;Fine,2021).

Even if qua impossibilities this is the right result, when it comes to the
characterization of epistemic space, some logical structure needs to be
imposed, so that, for instance, worlds representing A ^ B come out as
representing A and representing B.

Following Berto and Jago (2019, 115), in what follows I consider instead
the space of so-called FDE worlds, i.e. worlds closed under the logic of
First-Degree Entailment (FDE) of the relevant logic E of Anderson and
Belnap (1975).

These worlds treat atomic sentences in the same way that open worlds
do: they can be related to neither, one of, or both of the truth-values True
and False at any given world. What changes is that the valuation relation
from worlds to truth-values is defined recursively. So if rw is a valuation
relation at a world w,9 and A and B are arbitrary formulae, we have:

rw(¬A, True) iff rw(A, False)

rw(¬A, False) iff rw(A, True)

rw(A ^ B, True) iff rw(A, True) and rw(B, True)

rw(A ^ B, False) iff rw(A, False) or rw(B, False)

rw(A _ B, True) iff rw(A, True) or rw(B, True)

rw(A _ B, False) iff rw(A, False) and rw(B, False)

8I understand this as a mere terminological dispute since Fine thinks of impossible worlds as maximal
states. However, as highlighted earlier, I think there are reasons for taking even non-maximal consist-
ent states as impossible worlds, since they are not complete alternatives to the way the world is.

9The use of a valuation relation instead of a valuation function comes from Priest (1998), as a response to
Everett’s (1993) challenge to the dialethitian solution to the Liar’s Paradox.
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The space of FDE worlds is still not the epistemic space I wish to charac-
terize. Let me recap some of the worries one might have, briefly gestured
at above. All of these will suppose that knowledge is truth at all the epis-
temically possible worlds for a given agent.10

Most crucially, in FDE worlds (Berto and Jago 2019), we have that if a
world represents A as True, then it represents A _ B as True for arbitrary
B. Agents, however, as considered earlier, might fail to have the concepts
necessary to grasp B even though they know that A. Furthermore, a world
may represent both A and ¬A as True, which would allow for agents to
have blatantly inconsistent worlds in their epistemic space.

Still, I believe FDE worlds are a good starting place. They represent a
way of getting gaps and gluts from a space of possible worlds while mini-
mally changing the clauses for how formulae are evaluated at worlds:
conjunction, disjunction and negation behave as usual, but we now
have to account for truth and falsity separately, as formulae might get
both or neither of them instead of only one. So the main motivation for
appealing to a space of FDE worlds is simply this: they allow us to
move away from possible worlds while not getting too anarchic – we’re
simply adding both gaps and gluts.

Why add gluts? If agents’ epistemic space, as I have been stressing,
should not include worlds representing contradictions, why should we
include worlds that have gluts? The answer to this is that while agents
don’t seem to consider worlds with blatant contradictions as epistemi-
cally possible, we nonetheless very often have inconsistent implicit
beliefs. We do not, for that reason, believe anything and everything. It
is for this reason that a space that allows for truth-value gluts, and on
top of which we can build a paraconsistent logic is preferred.

Following Berto and Jago (2019) and Jago (2014), I impose a restriction
on epistemic space to the effect that worlds that represent blatant incon-
sistencies are excluded. These are worlds representing contradictions like
A ^ ¬A. Unlike these authors, however, I believe this to be more perspicu-
ously done with the help of subject matters instead of through a stipula-
tion on what goes into the underlying space of worlds. I also impose my
own restriction such that the empty world – the world that represents no
propositions at all as being the case or not the case – is excluded on the
grounds of being ‘blatantly incomplete’. The motivation for this exclusion
is that it should be a priori the case for every agent that something is true

10Here I am ignoring considerations stemming from multi-agent scenarios and focusing only on single-
agent (and therefore not agent-relative) models.
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or false. Put another way: every minimally rational agent has at least one
item of a priori knowledge, something that holds in all epistemically poss-
ible worlds.

Let us see, then, how these worlds are excluded from epistemic space.
For that, we move on to the subject-matter side of the view. In a broadly
intensional framework, subject matters only introduce further distinctions
than those initially made by sets of possible worlds. In a setting with
impossible worlds, however, they might both introduce new distinctions
and erase some already introduced – after all, impossible world theories
are already quite fine-grained.11

If one accepts a partition-based account of subject matters, then there
will be a set closely associated with a given subject matter. This is the set
of worlds w such that w is in one of the cells of the partition – i.e. the set
that the partition is a partition of. For a given subject matter s(p), I call this
set EWs(p).

The core thought motivating the view here presented is that if one
thinks of subject matters as questions-under-discussion, and these as
naturally associated with a partition view where different cells correspond
to different answers, then one can define, for each question an agent is
sensitive to in their inquiry, the set of epistemically possible worlds
(which might be impossible) that answer the question.

These worlds will then always ‘speak to the question’ and, at least with
respect to the question, be consistent. They can, however, be inconsistent
with regard to other questions. Someone who knows that Socrates is a
philosopher might have inconsistent attitudes toward some tricky
logical and mathematical puzzles, say.

These are the highlights. Let’s see how it works more formally.
On this view of subject matters, there is not one unique topic or ques-

tion that a sentence is about or an answer to – ‘Jane is a lawyer’ could be
just as aptly an answer to the question Is Jane a lawyer? as to What is
Jane’s profession?. Lewis (1988) points out, and Yablo (2014) seems to
agree, however, that for a given thin atomic proposition (the set of poss-
ible and impossible worlds in which it is true), p, there is a minimal subject
matter, smin(p), such that all other subject matters of p include smin(p).

smin(p), for p an atom, is going to be Is p the case? and it will be a two-
celled partition of the set of worlds representing p (as True or False). If one
favours an ontology of worlds in line with Jago’s (2014) and Berto and

11However, see Gioulatou (2016) for a system in which subject matters are used only to add further dis-
tinctions to a space with impossible worlds.
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Jago’s (2019), as I do, then this will be a partition of the set of worlds con-
taining the Lagadonian sentence that is the translation of p to the lagado-
nian language.12 In what follows, I will refer to the minimal subject matter
of a given proposition as the subject matter of the proposition, and ignore
the subscript (in this usage I follow Yablo (2014) and others).

Following Yablo (2014), we can in general identify the minimal subject
matter of a given sentence Awith the questionWhat needs to be true for A
to be true/false?13 It’s just that in the case of atomic sentences the answer
to the question What needs to be true for p to be true/false? is just p itself.
So we just need to ascertain whether p is True or False.

This is not so for complex propositions. It is plausibly the case that the
truth or falsity of a conjunction depends on the truth or falsity of its con-
juncts, and similarly for a disjunction on its disjuncts, and a negation on
what is negated.

Using again TWA for the set of worlds where A is true, letting A and B be
arbitrary sentences, and S1 and S2 be variables for sets of FDE worlds, then
we can define subject matters recursively from the atomic case14 :

s(p) = {TWp, TW¬p}
s(¬A) = s(A)

s(A _ B) = s(A ^ B) = {S1 > S2:S1 [ s(A) ^ S2 [ s(B)}

If we take as an assumption that s(A ^ B) is the same as s(A)+ s(B), for +
a binary fusion operator, then the last clause also serves as a definition of
fusion.

In an intensional setting, one subject matter being part of another is
just defined as the latter being a refinement of the former, where both
are partitions of the same set of worlds, namely the set of all possible
worlds. In the present setting, however, different questions/subject
matters correspond to partitions of different subsets of the space of
FDE worlds. So if P is the partition that is s(A) and P∗ is the partition
that is s(B), then there will be at least one world w such that w [ S1
and S1 [ P and there is no S2 for which w [ S2 and S2 [ P∗. We would
not get the intuitive results we want (for instance that s(A) is part (⊑)

12A Lagadonian language, according to Lewis (1986), is a language in which every object is a designator
for itself and every property and relation is a predicate designating itself.

13In the sense that it explains in a non-causal way the truth/falsity of the sentence.
14In the case where both A and B are atomic, say respectively p and q, we have four possible combi-
nations: s(p ^ q) = s(p _ q) = {TWp> TWq, TWp> TW¬q, TW¬p> TWq, TW¬p> TW¬q}. There is,
then, a close association between the number of members of a sentence’s subject matter and the
number of rows in its truth-table.
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of s(A ^ B)) if parthood between subject matters were defined in the
same way.

We can instead define parthood in the usual way through the notion of
fusion, where as usual:

s(A) ⊑ s(B) := s(A)+ s(B) = s(B)

If we combine this with the definition of fusion given above, we get that
s(A) is part of s(B) if the intersection of each set in s(B) with each set in
s(A) is the same as each set in s(A). Here, it might help to take a look at
two cases: one where there isn’t parthood and one where there is part-
hood among subject matters.

Let us consider the example of the subject matters of the atoms p, q, as
well as of their conjunction p ^ q. We know that every world that rep-
resents that p is the case is going to be in s(p), as well as every world
that represents that p is not the case, i.e. every world that represents
that ¬p is the case. But given the clauses above for how FDE worlds rep-
resent, some worlds that represent that p is the case or that p is not the
case will be worlds that represent q as neither being the case nor not
being the case. Take the sets TWp and TWq, for instance, which are both
sets that belong respectively to s(p) and s(q). Clearly, TWp> TWq is
neither TWp nor TW¬p (which are the only sets in s(p)). But then clearly
s(p) is not part of s(q). Consider, in turn, the relation between s(p) and
s(p ^ q). For s(p) to be part of s(p ^ q), then intersecting a member of
the latter with a member of the former should yield a member of the
former. We can do this by exhaustion. Remember that s(p ^ q) just is
{TWp> TWq, TWp> TW¬q, TW¬p> TWq, TW¬p> TW¬q}. And clearly, the
first two members intersect with TWp to yield TWp, and the last two
members with TW¬p to yield TW¬p. This results in the fact that
s(p) ⊑ s(p ^ q), as desired.

I now define a question-relative notion of knowledge – Ks(A)B – which
will correspond to the truth of B in all the epistemically-accessible worlds
in a given EWs(A), for some s(A). I also define an absolute notion of knowl-
edge, which is given by the following condition15 :

KB if and only if for some s(A), Ks(A) B

Having presented the view at a semi-formal level, I am now in a position
to give a precise model for knowledge.

15Of course, in the models below, these sentences will be evaluated relative to worlds. In [REDACTED] I
expand these models to the first-order case and also evaluate them relative to variable-assignments.
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5.1. The model

I start by providing the epistemic language EL. This is given by the fol-
lowing BNF:

A := p | ¬p | p _ q | p ^ q | p | Ks(p)q | Kp
I use capital letters from the beginning of the alphabet as metavariables
for formulae. I use the capital letter S with numbers as subscripts for vari-
ables for sets of FDE worlds.

A question-relative epistemic model QEM will be a tuple 〈W , N, R, r〉
whereW is a set ofworlds,N is a subset ofW, intuitively the normal (or poss-
ible) worlds, and R is a dyadic epistemic accessibility relation between
worlds that is assumed to be reflexive (given the factivity of knowledge).
Finally, ρ is as above, with the added information that at worlds in N, ρ
behaves like a classical valuation function – i.e. it assigns one and only
one truth-value to any formula, and it follows the two clauses for ques-
tion-relative knowledge and the two clauses for the absolute notion:

. rw(Ks(A)B, True) iff ∀w′(wRw′ ^ w′ [ EWs(A)) 
 rw′ (B, True)

. rw(Ks(A)B, False) iff ¬∃w′((wRw′ ^ w′ [ EWs(A)) ^ rw′ (B, True))

. rw(KB, True) iff for some s(A), rw(Ks(A)B, True)

. rw(KB, False) iff for no s(A), rw(Ks(A)B, True)

As is standard, logical consequence is defined as necessary truth pres-
ervation in all models, i.e. for any model, if all formulae A in a set of for-
mulae Γ are true in a world w [ N, then B is true in w if and only if Γ
entails B. Logical truth is necessary truth in all models.

6. Meeting the desiderata and the limits of the proposal

We now take a look at the results of the proposal and how it meets the
desiderata it was set out to accomplish.

Subject matters help with all of the first three puzzlements. With
respect to worlds representing contradictions, when agents are consider-
ing a specific question, they consider distinct direct answers to it that are
indeed exclusive, so that relative to that subject matter, the propositions
that stand for different possible answers are either True or False, but
neither both nor neither. However, other propositions that are irrelevant
to the question at hand are still permitted to be both True and False. This
goes in line with the intuition that agents can have implicitly, but not
explicitly inconsistent systems of belief and information.
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This line of thought also leads to a stronger version of the earlier claim
that the world that represents all propositions as neither True nor False is
not epistemically possible for any agent. Underlying the intuition that
such a world is epistemically impossible is the fact that the question
What is a priori true? always has a non-empty set of propositions as an
answer for any minimally rational agent. More generally, as can be read
from the model just presented, relative to a subject matter, agents con-
sider worlds that ‘speak to the question’, that is, that represent prop-
ositions that are direct answers to it. So, relative to a given question,
such as the simple case Is p the case?, all the worlds that are in the cells
of the partition, should represent p as True or as False.

As for the third puzzlement – of agents knowing A ^ B but failing to
know A and/or failing to know B – we need to consider the Yablovian
notion of content inclusion appealed to above. Consider the case of the
subject matter of A ^ B. As seen, s(A ^ B) includes by fiat s(A). So the
subject-matter part of content inclusion is accounted for:
s(A) ⊑ s(A ^ B). As for truth-conditions, as highlighted above, we only
care about what goes on in normal worlds, and we want it to be the
case that the normal worlds where A ^ B is true are a subset of the
worlds where A (or B) is true (though it is generally true that
TW (A ^ B) # TWA in the full space of FDE worlds).

We move on to consider how this approach deals with the particular
problems usually faced by FDE-worlds, as well the earlier problem for
subject-matter views of distinguishing between the contents of necessi-
ties that employ the same concepts (bar the logical connectives).

Let’s start with the latter. Again, I’ll use GC and GC _ ¬GC as examples
and I’ll assume that one should allow for agents who know the latter but
fail to know the former. Again, we want to know if GC ≥ (GC _ ¬GC), since
we have accepted that knowledge is closed under content inclusion, and
we are testing whether merely knowing that GC _ ¬GC is enough to
come to know GC.

Let’s present, then, a countermodel for an agent who knows
GC _ ¬GC, in which GC is true at all possible worlds (i.e. all worlds in
N ), and yet, one does not know that GC. Clearly s(GC) ⊑ s(GC _ ¬GC),
so we will only check for truth conditions. As above, a model is a tuple
〈W, N, R, r〉. Let W = {w1, w2}, N = {w1}, R = {〈w1, w1〉, 〈w1, w2〉,
〈w2, w2〉}. Finally, we let rw1

(GC, True),16rw2
(¬GC, True), and rw2

(GC, False).

16Here note that since w1 is a possible world, then ¬GC is also False at w1.
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It follows that rw1
(GC _ ¬GC, True), and similarly rw2

(GC _ ¬GC, True).
Supposing, to simplify, that GC is atomic and that TWGC = w1 and
TW¬GC = w2, then s(GC) = {{w1}, {w2}}. Clearly, then, EWs(GC) = W. In
this model, rw1

(Ks(GC)(GC _ ¬GC), True), since w1Rw1, w1 [ EWs(GC),
and rw1

(GC _ ¬GC, True). Similarly, w1Rw2, w2 [ EWs(GC), and
rw2

(GC _ ¬GC, True). Therefore, rw1
(K(GC _ ¬GC), True). Yet, it is not the

case that rw1
(Ks(GC)GC, True), because rw2

(GC, False), and w2 [ EWs(GC).
And clearly, if the agent doesn’t know that GC relative to the question
associated with GC’s subject matter, then they don’t know it relative to
any other subject matter.17

Even recent accounts employing subject matters within a possible
worlds framework, like Berto’s (2022), face the problem of distinguishing
between some necessarily equivalent contents. Combining impossible
worlds and subject matters in the way I have presented here is, thus, a
major advantage of the present account.18

Let us now take a look at the other problems mentioned for strategies
employing FDE worlds without subject matters. One of them, I believe,
merits a distinct answer from the others: the problem that worlds are
closed under Double Negation Introduction, and therefore agents who
know a given thick proposition know that same proposition is preceded
by a very high number of ‘¬’-signs. As the reader might surmise, I am not
sympathetic to a general metalinguistic approach19 to puzzles concerning
representational hyperintensionality. However, I believe such an
approach is appropriate for this case.

As mentioned earlier, it is a common position in the literature on
subject matters to take the logical connectives to be transparent. If that
is so, then subject matters will also not help with the problematic case
arising from closure under Double Negation Introduction. However,
there is a sense in which saying A, ¬¬A, ¬¬¬¬A, and so forth is saying
the same thing. No new complexity at the level of what is being said is
added, merely syntactic complexity. And where only syntactic complexity
is added, it is plausible that what agents really fail to know is not ¬ · · · ¬A,
but what proposition the sentence is expressing (Stalnaker 1984). They
fail to parse the syntax, for various potential reasons – time constraints,
lack of attention, failure to count the number of negation signs, etc.

17I leave this to be proven, for reasons of space.
18Thanks to an anonymous referee for recommending I stress and clarify this point.
19That is, the approach according to which, in general, there is no difference in content between necess-
arily equivalent propositions. Instead, it is claimed, agents just are ignorant of which contents are
being expressed by certain linguistic vehicles, a view championed by Stalnaker (1984).
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This move is not ad-hoc: even though the proposed account distinguishes
contents in a more fine-grained than as sets of possible worlds, such dis-
tinctions must stop somewhere before the level of syntax, and they do so
here. I believe it is a natural place to stop since we just seem to increase
the number of symbols without introducing any complexity in terms of
what is conveyed or talked about.

I now turn to the main worry facing the simple FDE worlds approach:
that all worlds that represent A represent A _ B for arbitrary B. Agents’
knowledge should not be closed in this way, given that they might not
possess the concepts that feature in B. What seems to go wrong in this
case is precisely that the subject matter of A _ B goes beyond the
subject matter of A. Of course, s(A _ B) ⊑/ s(A) on the account given
above, and therefore we can easily construct a countermodel where an
agent has knowledge of A without having knowledge of A _ B.

Finally, consider the issue of the logic for knowledge being adjunctive
– that is, that for any normal world w, whenever rw(KA, True) and
rw(KB, True), rw(K(A ^ B), True). This is the case in the models presented
so far. Indeed, suppose that rw(Ks(A)A, True), so that relative to the ques-
tion (roughly put)What does it take to make A true?, the agent knows that
A. Similarly, rw(Ks(B)B, True). This, of course, still leaves open the possi-
bility that rw(Ks(A)A ^ B, False). But clearly, one would get
rw(Ks(A ^ B)A ^ B, True), and this would be enough for rw(KA ^ B, True),
proving that knowledge is adjunctive.

Lewis (1982) presents an influential case against belief being adjunc-
tive, as do other fragmentists like Yalcin (2018). Since knowledge
implies belief, such cases also impact on any attempts at developing an
epistemic logic. A further worry related to knowledge being adjunctive
has to do with the lottery paradox. An agent might have good reasons
to believe of each ticket in a lottery that it will be a losing ticket (as
there are many of them), and yet the agent does not have good reason
to believe Ticket 1 will lose ∧Ticket 2 will lose ^ . . . for all tickets. Of
course, here I have been presenting a model for knowledge, so the trans-
lation of the paradox is not direct: since knowledge is factive, the agent
does not know for each ticket that it will be a losing ticket, for one of
them is a winning ticket. Yet it can be easily adapted. Let there be 1000
tickets, and assume that the winning ticket is T901. Then for each Ti in
T1 . . . T900, the agent has (fallible) knowledge that Ti is a losing ticket.
However, the agent might not have even fallible knowledge that
T1 ^ . . . ^ T900 are losing tickets, for they amount to a very large
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proportion of the tickets. So there is indeed a problem regarding adjunc-
tive reasoning associated with the lottery paradox.

Here, there are various approaches one could take. The one I prefer
would be to block the move from KA and KB to K(A ^ B) and so reject
that knowledge is adjunctive. A possible way of doing this is to follow
Lewis and to say that the agent fails to know anything with respect to
the subject matter s(A ^ B). What would fail when adjunction fails is
that while the agent knows A relative to s(A) and B relative to s(B),
they fail to know anything relative to s(A ^ B), as they fail to integrate
the information available to them and to combine the information they
have on both questions. This is the same strategy as has been employed
in Hawke, Özgün, and Berto (2020) as well for other forms of logical non-
omniscience.

A closely related worry is that, in this model, agents’ body of knowl-
edge is represented as monotonic – that is, upon acquiring new items
of knowledge, agents retain the knowledge that they previously had.
As Hawke, Özgün, and Berto (2020) perspicuously show, however, there
are scenarios in which this is not the case. Suppose that Jane is taking
a logic course and she has been erroneously told by her very reliable
and brilliant professor that ‘Theorem’ 1 is valid in a given logic. During
one of her tutorial sessions, Jane is told by a tutor that a different prop-
osition, Theorem 2, is valid. When diligently doing her homework, Jane
stumbles upon the result that ‘Theorem’ 1 and Theorem 2 are incompa-
tible with one another. She therefore gains the knowledge of the incom-
patibility of the corresponding propositions. Trusting her (more reliable)
professor over the tutor, she abandons her belief in the validity of
Theorem 2 and proceeds to make use of the proposition the professor
conveyed in class instead. As it turns out, the professor made a mistake,
a very rare occurrence for them, and ‘Theorem’ 1 is in fact no theorem
of the given logic at all. By abandoning the belief in Theorem 2,
however – which was in fact true – she therefore lost the knowledge
she had of Theorem 2. Acquiring new knowledge might lead to loss of
knowledge one already had.

This is a recognized limitation of the present proposal, but it is by no
means a knock-down objection against it: it can be easily modified to
yield non-monotonic results. Below, I show exactly how to do so by com-
paring my approach to that of Berto’s (2022). In short, what makes my
approach monotonic is that the accessibility relation on worlds stays
the same regardless of what subject matter the agent is sensitive to.
But very naturally, we should think that what is epistemically possible
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for agents varies as they consider different questions in a dynamic way so
that also the accessibility relation varies. I consider this change to my
account in the next section.

To conclude this point on fragmentation, I will note that even if the
dynamic processes of considering questions and updating one’s knowl-
edge is not developed here in full, it wouldn’t in principle be hard to
modify my account in ways similary to Hawke et al.’s (2020) proposal,
which delivers both fragmentation and various forms of non-monotoni-
city. My proposal works with an extended space of worlds (which they
also consider doing) by allowing the valuation of the atomic propositions
to contain gaps and gluts, which it combines with subject matters con-
sidered as partitions and linked with the notion of a question, as in inqui-
sitive semantics (Ciardelli, Groenendijk, and Roelofsen 2019; Hoek 2022). I
see no reason why these differences between our respective approaches
would prevent me from adopting their solution to the problem of adjunc-
tion. Still, this is a limitation of the current proposal and a satisfactory
response is left for future work.

Finally, I would like to address the opposite worry: that on this account,
agents might be too logically incompetent.20 While I don’t have a general
argument for why agents are not too logically incompetent on this
account, I believe this can be established on a case-by-case basis. For
instance, the reader should notice that while closure under material impli-
cation (KA, A 
 B o KB) fails, closure under known material implication
holds (KA, K(A 
 B) o KB), and that it is the latter instead of the
former that generates consensus among epistemic logicians. Further,
one should note that in the models presented, as long as the agent, to
borrow terminology from Berto (2022), is ‘on top of’ the relevant
subject matters, their knowledge is closed under content inclusion. This
guarantees that agents know many propositions as long as they meet
some relevancy constraints (which is also ensured by the gaps of FDE
worlds in the case of necessary truths).

My proposal further allows for agents to know conjunctions of what
they know but not come out as believing everything once they have
inconsistent belief systems, and to meet some rational consistency stan-
dards as they address different questions.

Agents also come out as knowing sentences of a high degree of syn-
tactic complexity once they know equivalent sentences of a low degree
of syntactic complexity, even if they don’t know them under the ‘guise’

20Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for calling my attention to this worry.
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of the more syntactic complex expressions. Here, I disagree with
(forthcoming) that we should make a distinction between the attitudes
of agents towards such sentences and I agree with Berto (2022) that
the best answer is to take a metalinguistic stance (Stalnaker 1984).
Nothing changes, for instance, in terms of what is said between p ^ q
and ¬(¬p _ ¬q) in the context of a DeMorgan negation.

Having said all that, it seems, then, that the current proposal is well-
suited to provide an interesting account of the standards of minimal
rationality – one which doesn’t make agents logically incompetent on
the one hand, nor logically omniscient, on the other.

7. The account in the current landscape

Having presented my own question-sensitive account of knowledge,
which combines impossible worlds and subject matters and attempts
to model the epistemic state of minimally rational agents, I now
compare the approach to other proposals that have closely inspired it
and boast similar results.

In particular, I consider more closely the dynamic approach of Bjerring
and Skipper (2019), which makes use of impossible worlds but not of
subject matters, as well as the approach of Berto (2022), which makes
use of possible worlds and subject matters, but not of impossible
worlds.21

7.1. Bjerring and Skipper’s (2019) dynamic epistemic logic

Following Bjerring and Skipper (2019) and Jago (2014) attempt to charac-
terize the distinction between agents who are and aren’t logically compe-
tent in terms of agents who are able to perform given trivial inferences.
Like Jago, they recognize that simply stating that one’s knowledge is
closed under trivial logical consequence would entail admitting that
one’s knowledge is closed under full logical consequence (Bjerring and
Skipper 2019). Unlike Jago, however, they don’t claim that it is, therefore,
vague which trivial logical consequence the agent fails to draw, but rather
note that agents must spend resources and carry out a deduction when
reasoning from premises to a conclusion, even when the deduction is
trivial. Their language contains the sentence 〈n〉p, which states that

21Thanks to an anonymous referee who called my attention to the similarities between my approach and
Bjerring and Skipper’s (2019) and Berto’s (2022) and encouraged me to compare them to my own in a
more detailed way.
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after some chain of n steps of reasoning according to a given set of rules
of inference R, one can derive p.

Importantly, the agent need not carry the specific chain of inference
steps that leads one to p. However, as I understand the authors, if p is a
trivial consequence of what the agent knows in n steps of reasoning
and the agent has the resources to perform a deduction of n steps
using the rules of R, then when asked whether p is the case, the agent
should be primed to perform this chain of inferences and come to
believe that p.

I believe the authors and I are largely in agreement, and I’d like to start
by pointing out the various features that our respective approaches have
in common. The first is that we both recognize that, when confronted
with the axioms of Peano Arithmetic, and assuming that GC is a
theorem of the axioms of Peano Arithmetic, agents might fail to believe
GC, and this is best modelled as agents having impossible worlds
among their epistemically possible worlds. The second is that we recog-
nize the crucial importance of modelling agents who are neither logically
omniscient nor logically incompetent, setting a normative standard for
minimally rational agents. The third and most important is that we recog-
nize the importance of agents considering questions for updating their
doxastic states and, therefore, their epistemic states.

Bjerring and Skipper’s (2019) formal account of what agents come to
know given n steps of reasoning does not include yet considerations
from subject matter semantics. To a large extent, my contribution
comes from noticing that it would be natural to join subject matters to
their proposal. After all, as Berto and Jago (2019) note, Bjerring and
Skipper are only able to characterize an interesting notion of what
agents may or can come to believe after n steps of reasoning (〈n〉Bp),
whereas we wish to characterize an interesting notion of what agents
will come to know (and therefore believe) after n steps of reasoning
([n]Bp), even if only when primed by a question. The reason for this is
that we’re interested in capturing what agents will come to know given
what they know. As Berto and Jago (2019) point out, however, given
minimal assumptions about the inferential rules in R, [n]Bp collapses
into Bp (i.e. what the agent already believes, taking 0 steps of reasoning
from where they start). Bjerring and Skipper (2019) seem to accept this as
a natural result.

I believe, therefore, that the addition of subject matters makes explicit
in a specific way some of the key insights of Bjerring and Skipper’s –
namely, the insight that we should make knowledge question-relative.
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We can find considerations going in this direction also in Hoek (2022,
forthcoming) and Yalcin (2018).

Still, it is important to highlight some differences between our
accounts. One of them is that Bjerring and Skipper allow for worlds in
which contradictions are realized to feature in an agent’s epistemic
space. According to my account, and in agreement with Berto and
Jago (2019), such worlds are ruled out due to their being blatantly
inconsistent. Perhaps the most important divergence, however, is that
my account does not appeal to a distinction between trivial and non-
trivial inferences, as well as to a dynamic process of deduction.
Instead, I appeal to the questions to which an agent is sensitive, and I
take it that an agent’s knowledge is closed under a relation of content
inclusion that preserves not only truth but also subject matter. On the
contrary, the inference rules that Bjerring and Skipper appeal to are
topic-neutral and may include rules such as Disjunction Introduction,
which, even if trivial, will easily take one to propositions that include
content that bears no relation to the content one started from. I take
it, then, that instead of focusing on inference rules which may add
new topics and then constrain those inference rules so that they don’t
‘go wild’, we should opt for a more elegant solution according to
which knowledge is preserved via content inclusion, and the questions
an agent attends to have a more central, formal, role.

7.2. Berto’s (2022) topics of thought

Following the thought of according to subject matters more of an active
role, Berto’s (2022) Topics of Thought represents a locus point in treating
subject matters as a core component of meaning, including in epistemic
logic. The author arrives at many of the same results when it comes to the
logic of knowledge as I have here.

Still, some differences are important to highlight. (forthcoming)
present a helpful critical summary of Berto’s (2022) main stances, which
has helped me to build the present comparison between his views and
my own.

Just like in Berto (2022) and Hawke, Özgün, and Berto (2020) make use
of a space of possible worlds with a set of subject matters that are taken
as primitive or unanalysed entities. This is a departure from my own
account already in two ways: I work with a space of states that includes
impossible worlds, and I define subject matters as partitions of different
subsets of the set of possible and impossible worlds.
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This need not be interpreted as a deep disagreement, however. My
own account of subject matters can be interpreted as a way-based
account (Hawke 2018), which is the preferred view of subject matters of
one of the co-authors of Topics of Thought. Secondly, both in Hawke,
Özgün, and Berto (2020) and in Berto (2022), it is suggested that to
avoid the problem highlighted earlier of knowledge of GC and
GC _ ¬GC, adding impossible worlds to one’s models is a natural way
to go.

So, let’s ignore these initial differences, and explore what other distinc-
tions and similarities we may find in the resulting epistemic logics.

For starters, Berto (2022) does not attempt to define, as is usual, a unary
knowledge operator. Rather, in the overarching framework, Berto and his
collaborators characterize what they call ‘Topic-Sensitive Intentional
Modals’ (TSIMs), which take the general form of Xwc, standing for
‘given input w, the agent X’s that ψ’. Two conditions are imposed for an
agent X-ing that ψ on the input that w at a given world w: (i) that for all
worlds w′ such that wRww′, ψ holds; and (ii) that s(c) ⊑ s(w). The
biggest novelty in these conditions is that Rw is an accessibility relation
between worlds that is indexed to w. As (forthcoming) put it ‘[i]ntuitively,
we can think of the index [w] as determining which class of worlds the
agent “attends to” given input [w]’. This feature of Berto’s (2022) TSIMs,
so considered, approximates his models from the intuitions driving my
account and that of Bjerring and Skipper (2019) just considered.

Depending on which TSIM the general semantics for TSIMs is applied
to, there are different constraints on Rw. Importantly, none of the TSIMs
developed by Berto (2022) attempt to capture a notion of knowledge
appropriate for minimally rational agents. The closest we get instead is,
based on a paper co-authored with Hawke (Berto and Hawke 2021), the
notion of ‘knowability relative to information’ (KRI). This TSIM is rep-
resented by the operator Kwc, which stands for ‘relative to information
w, the agent is in a position to know ψ’. As you would expect, Kwc

holds at a given possible world w if and only if ψ holds at all worlds
that are Rw accessible from w, and further if s(c) ⊑ s(w). Yet, it is also
imposed that all the worlds that make w true are included among the
worlds w′ such that wRww′. That is all the worlds in which the information
that one uses a basis for knowledge is factual are included among the
worlds one is sensitive to.

An important difference between my account and Berto’s (2022) is that
his account considers the attitude of being in a position to know relative to
information (which might not be factive), whereas I consider the attitude
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of knowledge as a normative ideal that is suitable for minimally rational
agents, relative not to information but to questions or subject matters.
In principle, this doesn’t make the projects incompatible, but it should
be noted that they focus on different phenomena and try to explain
different attitudes.

While it’s a great advantage of Berto’s (2022) account as it stands that it
is able to model how agents are in a position to know in a non-monotonic
way, this is achieved through an appeal to a notion of information that is
syntactic and which allows accessible worlds to include worlds in which
one’s input is not factual. This non-monotonicity can in fact easily be repli-
cated in my account in a natural way.

If we use the conception proposed above of subject matters, then since
Berto works with only a space of possible worlds, in his framework, at any
world w in which one is given input w and is in a position to know ψ, all
the w-accessible worlds are trivially included in what I have called EWs(w),
i.e. the set of worlds in the subject matter of w, which in this case is the set
of all possible worlds.

Could we say the same more generally when we move on to the
space of FDE worlds and rewrite Berto’s condition for Kwc in terms of
an operator Ks(w)c, such that: (i) all the worlds in what would be Rs(w)
are in EWs(w) and (ii) s(c) ⊑ s(c)? Yes! This would further have the
benefit that we would then not need to appeal to a syntactic notion
of information (so that, say, we could take p and p ^ p to be the same
input as they have the same subject matter), and we would not need
to appeal to the condition that all the w-worlds are among the accessible
worlds, for that is automatically the case as it’s always the case that
TWw # EWs(w).

I don’t believe that this does any injustice to Berto’s account, in the
sense that it does not allow us to derive any consequences that we
were not already able to derive from the original position. Even though
we force all worlds that are Rs(w)-accessible to represent w or ¬w, this
was already the case in Berto’s original account, as it relied on possible
worlds, and it is nonetheless natural as the agent is updating on the infor-
mation that w.

Our models, which we may call non-monotonic question-relative epis-
temic models, now look like tuples where we replace R with a set of Rs(w)
accessibility relations, and everything else stays the same: 〈W , N, Rs(w), r〉.
We change the clause for knowledge relative to the subject matter such
that, naturally, one now has to know a proposition relative to the
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accessibility relation of its subject matter:

rw(Ks(A)B, True) iff ∀w′(wRs(A)w′ ^ w′ [ EWs(A)) 
 rw′ (B, True)

rw(Ks(A)B, False) iff ¬∃w′((wRs(A)w′ ^ w′ [ EWs(A)) ^ rw′ (B, True))

We can now look at a simple countermodel for monotonicity.
Let W = N = {w1, w2}, Rs(p) = Rs(q) = {〈w1, w1〉, 〈w2, w2〉}, Rs(p^q) =
{〈w1, w1〉, 〈w1, w2〉, 〈w2, w2〉}, and finally rw1

(p, True), rw1
(q, True),

rw2
(p, False), and rw2

(q, False). We then have that rw1
(Ks(p)p ^ q, True),

since all worlds accessible from w1 relative to the subject matter s(p)
that are in EWs(p) make p ^ q true, but we don’t have rw1

(Ks(p^q)p ^ q),
since relative to the subject matter s(p ^ q), we have that w2 is accessible
fromw1, and inw2 both p and q are false andw2 is in EWs(p^q). So there is a
normal world w in a model where rw(Ks(A)B, True) but where it’s not the
case that rw(Ks(A^C)B, True). So monotonicity does not hold.

It seems to me, then, that Berto’s main advantage – non-monotonicity
– can be easily regained in my proposal in a way that is more economical
(subject matters are simply understood as sets of sets of worlds), does not
rely on a syntactic notion of information, and, more importantly, does not
conflate between some logical necessities and the disjunctions of them
and their negations.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, I have attempted to provide closure principles for knowl-
edge well-suited for minimally rational but non-omniscient agents. In
doing so, I have noted symmetric issues found in impossible-world and
subject-matter approaches: the former allows too many worlds into
their models, and the latter cannot manage the filtering effected by poss-
ible worlds.

The idea to go beyond possible worlds in subject matter theory is not
original, but as far as I am aware it has so far been kept as an off-hand
remark.22

Given that I wanted to characterize minimally rational agents, I took as
desiderata for any plausible theory of knowledge that contradictions
should not be compatible with any agent’s epistemic states, nor should

22Gioulatou (2016), again, is here an exception. However, Gioulatou considers that Jago’s (2014) model is
not sufficiently fine-grained and, therefore, needs subject matters to better characterize certain hyper-
intensional distinctions. This paper is still the first developed attempt to combine the two approaches
for the case of closure principles for knowledge with subject matters delimiting a space of impossible
worlds.
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a world that does not represent any proposition as being the case or as
not being the case, and that any agent who knows that A ^ B ipso facto
knows that A and that B. Simple impossible-world approaches cannot
meet these three desiderata without accepting various other undesirable
closure principles. One such principle is that an agent would come out as
knowing A _ B whenever they know A, where B might bear no relevant
connection to A.

Combining impossible worlds and subject matters allowed me to
satisfy several desiderata: the three just presented; avoiding Disjunction
Introduction; and avoiding conflating necessary truths with the disjunc-
tion of them and their negations. In order to do so, I accepted one
specific view of impossible worlds and of subject matters: FDE worlds,
subject matters as questions, and these as partitions of subsets of the
space of FDE worlds.

This combination of views led to the right results on all listed desider-
ata. Along the way, reasons were provided for why this is a natural com-
bination of tools and not just a gerrymandered artificial construction. In
fact, the resulting view ends up being theoretically simple in the sense
that the subject matters are themselves constructible from the space of
impossible worlds, viz. as partitions of it, and are not taken to be extra
primitive entities (as they are, for instance, in Berto 2022).

While my account can be expanded to include fragmentation and an
account of the dynamic processes of knowledge update as in Hawke,
Özgün and Berto (2022) so as to avoid adjunction, the current proposal
represents a natural way of joining two traditions in epistemic logic. It
is striking that in doing so, it bears close ties to views like those of Bjer-
ring and Skipper (2019), Hoek (2022), and Yalcin (2018) in that it gives
central focus to the questions which agents consider and try to answer.
In its best, non-monotonic version, my account also borrows heavily
from Berto (2022). If nothing else, this highlights the importance of col-
laborative projects and the interplay of different traditions in philos-
ophy and logic.
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